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WZ production in association with two jets at NLO in QCD
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We report on the calculation of W±Zjj production with leptonic decays at hadron-hadron collid-
ers at next-to-leading order in QCD. These processes are important both to test the quartic gauge
couplings of the Standard Model and because they constitute relevant backgrounds to beyond stan-
dard model physics searches. Our results show that the next-to-leading order corrections reduce
significantly the scale uncertainties and have a non-trivial phase space dependence.
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The study of di-boson production in association with
two jets at the LHC is important both to test the quartic
gauge couplings of the Standard Model (SM) and because
they constitute relevant backgrounds to beyond standard
model physics searches. At leading order (LO), there
are two distinct production mechanisms. The purely
electroweak (EW) contributions of the order O

(

α6
)

in-
clude, in particular, the four-vector-boson scatterings of
the type V V → V V where the initial gauge bosons are
radiated from the incoming (anti-)quarks. This “vector-
boson-fusion” mechanism has been considered at next-
to-leading order (NLO) in QCD for W+W− [1], ZZ [2],
W±Z [3] and the equal-charge W+W+/W−W− [4, 5]
production processes. In addition, there are QCD con-
tributions of the order O

(

α2
sα

4
)

. The NLO QCD cor-
rections to these contributions are much more difficult
because QCD radiation occurs already at LO, leading to
complicated topologies with non-trivial color structures
at NLO. The calculations for W+W−jj production have
been presented in Refs. [6, 7] and for the W+W+jj case
in Ref. [8]. In this letter, we present the first theoreti-
cal prediction for W±Zjj production at order O

(

α3
sα

4
)

.
The interference effects between the EW and QCD am-
plitudes are not considered in this letter and can be ne-
glected for a-few-percent precision measurements at the
LHC. This is justified because those effects are color and
kinematically suppressed, since the EW and QCD con-
tributions peak in different phase-space regions.

The leptonic decays of the EW gauge bosons are con-
sistently included, with all off-shell effects and spin cor-
relations taken into account. The charged leptons in the
final state can stem from a Z boson or a virtual pho-
ton. All possibilities are included to form an EW and
QCD gauge invariant set. Therein, the dominant con-
tribution comes from the diagrams where both W± and
Z can be simultaneously on-shell. In the following, we
consider the specific leptonic final state e+νeµ

+µ− and
e−ν̄eµ

−µ+. The total results for all possible decay chan-
nels (i.e. e+νeµ

+µ−, µ+νµe
+e−, e+νee

+e−, µ+νµµ
+µ−

in the W+Zjj case and accordingly for the W−Zjj pro-
duction) can, apart from negligible identical lepton in-
terference effects, be obtained by multiplying our pre-

dictions by a factor four. For simplicity, we choose to
describe the resonating W± and Z propagators with a
fixed width and keep the weak-mixing angle real.

FIG. 1: Representative tree-level Feynman diagrams.

The amplitudes are obtained using the Feynman-
diagrammatic approach. At LO, all contributions to,
for example, pp → e+νeµ

+µ−jj are classified into two
groups, 4-quark and 2-quark-2-gluon amplitudes, as de-
picted in Fig. 1. Each group is then further divided into
two QCD-gauge-invariant sub-groups (i) with two EW
gauge bosons coupling to the quark lines and (ii) with
the W± radiated from a quark line decaying into four
leptons. Crossing symmetry is used to obtain all 90 sub-
processes from the minimal set of five generic subpro-
cesses, for two generations of quarks. At NLO, there are
the virtual and the real corrections. Fig. 2 shows some
selected contributions to the virtual amplitude, which in-
volves in particular the hexagon diagrams. The most dif-
ficult part of the calculation is computing the 2-quark-
2-gluon virtual amplitudes with up to six-point rank-five
one-loop tensor integrals. There are 84 six-point dia-
grams for each of seven independent subprocesses. The
4-quark group is much easier with only 12 hexagons for
the most complicated subprocesses with same-generation
quarks. The calculation of tensor integrals is done by
using Passarino-Veltman reduction [9] for up to 4-point
diagrams and the method of Ref. [10] (see also Ref. [11])
for higher-point tensor integrals. The scalar integrals are
calculated as in Refs. [12–14]. The real emission contri-
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FIG. 2: Selected Feynman diagrams contributing to the
virtual amplitudes.

bution includes, for two generations of quarks, 146 sub-
processes with seven particles in the final state. Both
the virtual and real corrections are, apart from the UV
divergences in the virtual amplitude which are removed
by the renormalization of αs, separately infrared diver-
gent. These divergences cancel in the sum for infrared-
safe observables such as the inclusive cross section and
jet distributions. We use the dimensional regularization
method [15] to regularize the UV and the infrared diver-
gences and apply the Catani-Seymour dipole subtraction
algorithm [16] to combine the virtual and the real con-
tributions.
We have constructed two independent implementa-

tions of the above described method. The results of the
two computer codes are in full agreement, typically 8 to
12 digits with double precision, at the amplitude level
for all subprocesses at NLO. The integrated part of the
dipole subtraction term in Ref. [16] has been compared at
the integration level. Moreover, we have also simplified
the calculation to compare with MCFM [17, 18] for the case
of e+νejj production at NLO and found agreement at the
per mille level. The first implementation is done in the
VBFNLO framework [19], which will be described below.
The second implementation uses FeynArts-3.4 [20] and
FormCalc-6.2 [21] to obtain the virtual amplitudes. The
scalar and tensor one-loop integrals are evaluated with
the in-house library LoopInts. The tree-level amplitudes
for both LO and NLO real emission contributions are
calculated in an optimized way by using HELAS [22, 23]
routines.
In the following, we sketch the main implementation

which has been added to the VBFNLO program and will
be made public. We use the spinor-helicity formalism of
Ref. [24]. The virtual amplitudes are constructed using
generic building blocks, which include sets of loop cor-
rections to Born topologies with a fixed number and a
fixed order of external particles. For example, by start-
ing from the diagram in Fig. 2a, we can form a building

block by attaching the virtual gluon in all possible ways
to the quark line, thereby including also pentagon, box,
triangle and self energy corrections. Within the building
blocks, an appropriate color factor is assigned to each
Feynman diagram. Because the building blocks assume
the polarization vector of the external gauge bosons as
an effective current and do not use special properties like
transversality or being on-shell, they can be also used
to check various identities relating N -point integrals to
lower point integrals by replacing a polarization vector
with the corresponding momentum. Those identities are
called gauge tests and are checked for every phase space
point with a small additional computing cost by using
a cache system. This is important because the phase
space integration of the virtual contribution shows nu-
merical instabilities in the calculation of one-loop tensor
integrals. If a bad phase-space point is identified, i.e. the
gauge tests are true by less than 2 digits with double pre-
cision, the program then calculates the associated build-
ing blocks again with quadruple precision. The gauge
tests are applied again and the point is discarded if they
fail. For a typical calculation with the inclusive cuts spec-
ified below the number of discarded points is statistically
negligible. This strategy was also successfully applied
for Wγγ + jet at NLO QCD in Ref. [25]. Further details
about the building blocks, tensor reduction master equa-
tions and the issue of numerical instabilities can be found
in Ref. [26] and also in a forthcoming publication. Since
the leptonic decays of the EW gauge bosons are common
for all subprocesses, the VBFNLO approach is to calculate
these decays once for each phase-space point and store
them. Due to the large number of subprocesses, we ex-
tend this procedure and also precalculate parts of Feyn-
man diagrams, that are common to the subprocesses of
the real emission. In addition, a caching system to reuse
Born amplitudes for different dipole terms [16] has been
implemented. With this method, we obtain the NLO in-
clusive cross section with statistical error of 1% in 2.5
hours on an Intel i5-3470 computer with one core and
using the compiler Intel-ifort version 12.1.0.

We use MZ = 91.1876GeV, MW = 80.385GeV and
GF = 1.16637 × 10−5GeV−2 as EW input parameters
and derive the weak-mixing angle from the SM tree-level
relations. All fermions but the top quark are approxi-
mated as massless. The widths are calculated as ΓW =
2.09532GeV, ΓZ = 2.50606GeV. The MSTW2008 par-
ton distribution functions (PDF) [27] with αLO

s (MZ) =
0.13355 and αNLO

s (MZ) = 0.11490 are used. The numer-
ical results presented in this letter are calculated in the
four-flavor scheme (i.e. the third-generation quarks are
excluded in the calculation of the αs running, the PDF
evolution and the amplitudes of the hard processes) for
the LHC at 14TeV center-of-mass energy. This choice is
justified because the external b-quark contribution can, in
principle, be excluded by using b tagging. The results for
the five-flavor scheme will be presented elsewhere. Effects
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FIG. 3: Scale dependence of the LO and NLO cross
sections at the LHC. The curves with and without stars
are for W−Zjj and W+Zjj productions, respectively.

from generation mixing are neglected. To have a large
phase space for QCD radiation, we choose inclusive cuts.
The charged leptons are required to be hard and central:
pT,ℓ ≥ 20GeV and |yℓ| ≤ 2.5. The missing transverse en-
ergy must satisfy the cut ET,miss ≥ 30GeV. For any pair
of opposite-charge leptons, we impose mℓ+ℓ− ≥ 15GeV,
which avoids collinear singularities coming from off-shell
photons γ∗ → ℓ+ℓ−. All final state partons are clus-
tered to jets by using the anti-kt algorithm [28] with
the radius R = 0.4. There must be at least two hard
jets with pT,jet ≥ 20GeV and |yjet| ≤ 4.5. In ad-
dition, we impose a requirement on the lepton-lepton
and lepton-jet separation in the azimuthal angle-rapidity
plane ∆Rℓ(ℓ,j) ≥ 0.4, where only jets passing the above
cuts are involved. As the central value for the factoriza-
tion and renormalization scales, we choose µF = µR =

µ0 =
(

∑

jet pT,jet +
√

p2T,W +m2
W +

√

p2T,Z +m2
Z

)

/2,

where pT,V and mV with V being W or Z are understood
as the reconstructed transverse momenta and invariant
masses of the decaying bosons and the sum includes only
jets passing all cuts.
Since the results are calculated at a fixed order in per-

turbative QCD, they depend on the arbitrary scales µF

and µR. The validity of the theoretical predictions is es-
tablished by proving that the scale dependence reduces
when higher-order terms are included. This is shown in
Fig. 3 for the cross section calculated at LO and NLO.
For simplicity, the two scales are set equal. As expected,
we observe a significant reduction in the scale depen-
dence around the central value µ0 when the NLO con-
tribution is included. For both W+ and W− cases, the
uncertainties obtained by varying µF,R by factors 1/2
and 2 around the central value are 50% at LO and 5%
at NLO. At µ = µ0, we get σLO = 11.1+3.2

−2.3 fb(7.1
+2.0
−1.5 fb)

and σNLO = 9.5+0.0
−0.4 fb(6.1

+0.0
−0.3 fb) for the W+(W−) case.
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FIG. 4: Differential cross sections and K factors for the
transverse momenta (top) and the invariant mass

(bottom) of the two hardest jets. The bands describe
µ0/2 ≤ µF = µR ≤ 2µ0 variations. The K-factor bands
are due to the scale variations of the NLO results, with
respect to σLO(µ0). The curves with stars in the lower
panels are for the central scale, while the two solid lines

correspond to µF = µR = 2µ0 and µ0/2.

At LO, the dominant contribution is from the 2-quark-2-
gluon group, about 86% for both cases. By varying the
two scales separately, we observe a small dependence on
µF , while the µR dependence is similar to the behavior
shown in Fig. 3.

We show the distributions of the transverse momenta
and the invariant mass of the two hardest jets in Fig. 4,
and the transverse mass of the two gauge bosons mT,WZ

in Fig. 5. We define, as in Ref. [29], m2
T,WZ =

(
√

m2(ℓℓℓ) + p2T (ℓℓℓ) + |pT,miss|)
2 − (~pT (ℓℓℓ) + ~pT,miss)

2,
with m(ℓℓℓ) and pT (ℓℓℓ) denoting the invariant mass and
transverse momentum of the charged-lepton system, re-
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FIG. 5: Similar to Fig. 4 but for the transverse mass of
the two gauge bosons mT,WZ .

spectively. The K factors, defined as the ratio of the
NLO to the LO results, are shown in the lower panels.
The distributions at NLO are much less sensitive to the
variation of the scales than at LO. The K factors vary
from 0.6 to 1 in a large energy range. This fact together
with Fig. 3 indicate that we should choose a larger cen-
tral scale, about 2µ0, to bring the LO results closer to
the NLO ones for the inclusive cuts. We have also stud-
ied a fixed scale choice such as µfix

0 = 400GeV and found
that the NLO inclusive cross section as a function of the
scales is stable around µfix

0 and is close to the LO one
as well as the dynamic scale prediction. However, the
transverse momentum and the invariant mass distribu-
tions become unstable at large pT , with very small K
factors. This is because the bulk of the inclusive cross
section comes from the low energy regime as shown in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, but a fixed energy scale is not appro-
priate for all energy regimes. The steep increase of the
K factor for the transverse momentum distribution of
the second hardest jet near 20GeV is probably a thresh-
old effect: the phase space for three-visible-jet events is
opened up as pT,j2 grows well above the cut of 20GeV.
In this letter, we have reported on the first calculation

of W±Zjj +X production at order O
(

α3
sα

4
)

and found
K factors close to one. While further phenomenological
results will be presented in a future paper, we also plan
to make the code publicly available as part of the VBFNLO
program [19].
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